
Simon Fraser University Fall 2019 

ECON 222 S. Lu 

 

Problem Set 2 

Due on October 17, at 10:30am 

 

Remember to show your work on all questions. 

 

Note: Your solutions to this problem set may not be returned to you before the midterm. I 

therefore suggest that you keep a copy of your solutions for studying purposes. 

 

 

1a) Give an advantage of solving a game using ISD rather than using NE. Justify your answer. 

1b) Give an advantage of solving a game using NE rather than using ISD. Justify your answer. 

 

 

2. For each of the following games, find every pure-strategy Nash equilibrium. 

 

Game a Give Easy Test Give Hard Test 

Study 0,2 5,1 

Slack Off 1,1 -5,0 

 Disclaimer: Game a does not describe accurately the payoffs in ECON 222. 

 

Game b Check Child’s Facebook 

Profile 

Ignore Child’s Facebook 

Profile 

Post Risqué Picture -5,1 5,0 

Not Post Risqué Picture -1,3 0,4 

  

Game c Make Tiramisu Make Steak 

Bring a Cake -1,-1 2,1 

Bring Chicken 3,2 0,0 

 

Game d Wear White Wear Black 

Wear Blue 0,0 0,0 

Wear Red 0,0 0,0 

 

 

3. Consider the following game: 

 Left Right 

Top 0,0 3,-1 

Bottom 1,2 x,y 

 

a) For what values of x and y is (Top, Left) a Nash equilibrium? 

b) For what values of x and y is (Bottom, Left) a Nash equilibrium? 

c) For what values of x and y is (Top, Right) a Nash equilibrium? 

d) For what values of x and y is (Bottom, Right) a Nash equilibrium? 



4. (Gibbons problem 1.3) Player 1 and 2 are bargaining over how to split $1. Both players 

simultaneously name shares they would like to have, 𝑠1 and 𝑠2, where 0 ≤ 𝑠1, 𝑠2 ≤ 1. 

- If 𝑠1 + 𝑠2 ≤ 1, then players receive the shares they named. 

- If 𝑠1 + 𝑠2 > 1, then both players receive zero. 

What are the pure-strategy Nash equilibria of this game? 

 

 

5. Consider a two-player simultaneous-move game where player 1 has m actions and player 2 

has n actions. Find, if you can (or if the answer does not exist, say so): 

a) the maximum possible number of pure-strategy Nash equilibria; 

b) the minimum possible number of pure-strategy Nash equilibria. 

 

Justify each of your answers by: 

- providing a normal form where m=2, n=3, and every payoff is either 0 or 1 that illustrates 

your answer, and 

- circling the payoffs corresponding to the pure-strategy Nash equilibria, if any. 

 

 

6. For each of the following simultaneous-move symmetric games: 

i) use the definition of evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) to find the ESS(s), and 

ii) for each pure strategy 𝑠, briefly describe and explain, for each pure strategy 𝑠′ ≠ 𝑠, the 

evolutionary dynamics that would follow the introduction of a small group of mutants 

playing 𝑠′ in a population playing 𝑠. 

 

Game a Play Relax 

Play 1,1 -1,0 

Relax 0,-1 0,0 

 

Game b First Second Third 

First 0,0 0,0 1,0 

Second 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Third 0,1 0,0 0,0 

 

 

7. Consider the following game. Player 1 has two possible actions: Cook (C) and Watch TV 

(W). After player 1 has moved, player 2 observes the action and chooses between Eat (E) and 

Sleep (S). (Don’t you wish you were player 2?) The payoffs are: 

- (-2,5) after C,E 

- (-5,2) after C,S 

- (-3,-5) after W,E 

- (2,2) after W,S 

a) Draw the extensive form (game tree) and find the subgame-perfect equilibria. 

b) Show the normal form and find the pure-strategy Nash equilibria. 

c) Suppose instead that player 2 moves first, and player 1 moves after seeing player 2’s 

action. Do you expect the same outcome as in part a? Explain. 



8. Consider the following game. Player 1’s actions are Enter (E) and Stay Out (SO). If he picks 

SO, the game ends (no player can take further actions). If he picks E, Player 2’s actions are 

Fight (F) and Accommodate (A). Then after seeing Player 2’s action, Player 1 plays again, 

with actions Leave (L) and Stay In (SI). The payoffs are: 

- (0,4) after SO 

- (-2,2) after E,F,L 

- (-5,-5) after E,F,SI 

- (-1,3) after E,A,L 

- (1,1) after E,A,SI 

a) Is this a game of perfect information? Explain. 

b) Draw the extensive form and find the subgame-perfect equilibria. 

c) Show the normal form (leave it unreduced: make player 1’s strategies specify L or SI 

even after SO) and find the pure-strategy Nash equilibria. [Hint: There are five.] 

 

Problem 9 is not to be handed in, but serves as practice for the midterm. (The same is true of the 

crossed-off parts of problems 7 and 8.) 

 

9. Consider a game with the same players, actions and order of play as in problem 8, but where 

the payoffs are: 

- (0,3) after SO 

- (−𝑐, 2) after E,F,L 

- (0.5 − 𝑐 − 𝑘, 0.5) after E,F,SI 

- (−𝑐, 2.5) after E,A,L 

- (1.5 − 𝑐 − 𝑘, 1.5) after E,A,SI 

a) For every pair (𝑐, 𝑘) ∈ (0,2] × (0,2], find the pure-strategy subgame-perfect equilibria of 

this game. 

b) Assume that this game models the interaction between a potential entrant to an industry 

and an incumbent firm. Explain, in words, the economic intuition for the answer to part a 

in each of the cases where the subgame-perfect equilibrium is unique. 

Hint: Start by giving real-world interpretations for what 𝑐 and 𝑘 might represent. 

 


